A discrete modeling technique is used to analyze the 29-strand NET braid in changing magnetic fields. Input for the model is the V -I relation of an individual strand and the contact resistance between touching strands. The model gives 3 dimensional current patterns, V -I relations and corresponding energy losses for the cable. The analysis shows a strong dependence of the cable properties on the direction of the field.
Introduction
Properties of a superconducting cable are modeled by representing the cable as a network of node points'. Between two node points either flows a superconducting parallel current in a strand or a contact current between two touching strands. Kirchhoff's equations can be applied to the node points and the resulting meshes. The meshes incorporate the induced voltage due to applied magnetic field changes. Basic elements of the model are the V -I relation of a single strand and the contact resistance between these strands. Application of this, so called, network method was reported for simple cable geometries, e.g. a superconducting compositei, a round twisted cable and a Rutherford cablelJ. The cornplicated geometry of the 2g-strand NET braid, caused by the special braiding technique developed by ABB, is modeled. The positions of the contact currents depend strongly on this braiding technique. ~i~~~~ 1: Positions of the strands at four equidistant plana subdividing one period of the braid. For A to E s e t a t .
The model
In this section we define the Currents in the "M One Ca- 
000
Geometry of the cable We will explain the geometry of an idealized cable which is in good agreement with a realistic cable. The 29-strand NET braid has a cabling length L, of 460 mm. Every 460/29 w 16 mm the structure of a cross-section of the cable is repeated.
This periodic length can again be divided into four equal parts of 4 111111. When we project the positions of the strands of the cable on the cross-sectional plane 4x29 = 116 positions should occur. However, due to the crossing of the strands some positions will occur twice, and 97 points are left. These 97 points are shown in Figure 1 
is shown* The l9 points marked E belong to both the A and In these planes strands can touch each other, which causes contact currents to flow between these strands. In Figures 2 and  3 also the numbers of the parallel and contact currents in two subsequent layers are defined. Here the parallel currents are defined to flow in the positive z-direction and the contact currents flow in the direction given by the arrow. In one layer we see 29 parallel and 31 contact currents. The parallel cumntr are defined in the non-touching planes A and C, while the contact currents are defined in the touching planes B and D. This means that we have a network of node points connected by defined currents. In the calculations current 110 and 1 1 6 have a y-coordinate d/2 greater and current 176 and Is0 have a ycoordinate d/2 smaller than shown in Figure 2 In one period there are 120 unknown currents. In a piece of the braid of M periods, l2OM(=N) unknowns must be determined.
Equations
For solving the currents we use Kirchhoff's equations together with a supplementary set of constitutive equations. We only consider time independent currents and do not take the induced field due to the currents themselves into account. Kirchhoff's eauations read: stating that all currents pointing through some cross-section of the cable add up to the applied transport current Io. The Ih's of (1) and the Vi's of (2) V , = ( I . -I,sign(V,)) .
(6)
In eq.(4-6) Rk is the contact resistance, ' OR, is the parallel re&-tance of the normal conducting part of a strand element, & is the effective resistance of a strand element in the unsaturated cue, 1. is the threshold value of the saturation in a composite superconducting strand, depending on its inner structure', is the voltage across a strand element in case the element is just saturated (VO = 8(0.460/58)R,I8,[/37r), R f is. the radius of the superconducting filaments in a strand and BI is the time derivative of the perpendicular component of the applied magnetic field. Substitution of (4-6) in (2) yields:
Eqs.(l), (3) and (7) are used for the calculation of the parallel and contact currents. In one period we use 57 times eq.(l), once eq.(3) and 62 times eq.(7) for independent meshes. It is possible to minimize the maximal mesh length to three layers.
We assume periodic boundary conditions over the total of M periods. Because the maximal mesh length is 3 layers, these conditions are used only in the last period: for solving the currents in period M we need currents in period M+1. These are set equal to the currents in period 1. In the mesh equations the contact resistances satisfy eq. (4) while the parallel resistances R, satisfy eq. (5) or (6). The nonlinearity in R, results in an iterative solving method. We assume the value of R, and the sign of V,, and check the validity of the requirements on the resulting Vu and V,. For convergence the same restrictions can be used as described by Hartmann', where it was shown that one should not allow a strand element to change from a negative saturation into a positive one or vice versa, but only allow saturated elements to turn in unsaturated ones or vice versa.
Recognize that the critical current I, can be taken to be BI dependent'. This case is not considered here, because our first interest is to investigate the influence of the braiding technique on cable properties. The partly saturated case will be analyzed numerically. When n e start with a partly saturated configuration and Rk decreases, V* will induce greater currents in a mesh, which means that S, the relative number of saturated strand :elements with respect to all strand elements, increases. Also Ppor and s increase. When E1p increases the resulting voltage will increase, because the cable has to carry a transport current Io: S and PWr increase. Pk decreases as the higher resistances in a mesh decrease the induced currents. When Rf decreases S increases.
The employed parameter set is: Rk = a, R,, = lo-' n, The transition from an unsaturated to a completely saturated cable is given. Observe that VI1 consists of several, almost straight lines. Along such a line S increases slowly, while at a change between two straight lines S increases fast. We also see that due to the saturation Pk decreases.
The saturation process described in the paragraph above is visualized in Figure 5 . It indicates the order in which the strands become eaturated M 10 increases from zero to its maximal value. In the upper and lower part we see the order for a Bz and Bn field of 1 T/a respectively. For Io = 0 no saturation occurs. A higher number in the figure means that the strand saturates for a greater value of lo. The arrows give the direction of the contact currents in CMC all the strands are saturated. The most important contact currents are indicated with a thick arrow: the absolute value of these contact currents is greater than 75% of the greatest contact current for that specific h field. We see that for the E, field the contact currents are zero in the symmetrical line parallel to the y-axis in the yiddle of the cable, which is to be expected. Note that for a B, field the number of important contact currents is much greater than for a B, field.
Cables of finite length
Now we consider a finite piece of the b+d with length L placed in an applied magnetic field B ( t ) = Bt with B constant. We investigate the steady state current distribution in the cable aasuming that no saturation occurs. Due to the finite length of the cable the parallel currents at either end of the cable vanish. The resulting contact losses, scaled on their maximum are given 
